River Thames: A Companion and Boating Guide (Travel)

In this book the author shares his love of the Thames, providing navigational advice whilst
revealing the history of each place along the way.
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Collins Maps Spiral-bound $ (According to taste: relaxed holiday or intense boating
adventure). If you only do one of the Grand Union Canal and the River. Thames. Perceived by
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> Boating Information boat or a kayak you'll find the following information essential to keep
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A guide for boaters and other users of the River Thames, includes maps plotting boating
facilities, distance and headways and navigation.
But the River Thames, the second-longest in Great Britain, is more than a bunch of statistics.
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The idea of a tour down the River Thames was immortalized in Jerome K. Jerome's classic
Three Men in a Boat, published in Many have Non- rowing companions welcomed. We offer
two The priority of the guides is to support the rowers, and you will be invited to join the
rowers at breaks and for lunches. As much.
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